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democratic institutions lapsing into anarchy, and the older and 
more cautious among ourselves are learning from Europeans to 
look with some terror at our turbulent freedom. It is said that in 
our license of construing the Constitution, and in the despotism 
of public opinion, we have no anchor; and one foreign observer 
thinks he has found the safeguard in the sanctity of Marriage 
among us; and another thinks he has found it in our Calvinism. 
Fisher Ames expressed the popular security more wisely, when he 
compared a monarchy and a republic, saying that a monarchy is 
a merchannnan, which sails well, but will sometimes strike on 
a rock and go to the bottom; whilst a republic is a raft, which 
would never sink, but then your feet are always in water. No 
forms can have any dangerous importance whilst we are be
friended by the laws of things. It makes no difference how many 
tons' weight of atmosphere presses on our heads, so long as the 
same pressure resists it within the lungs. Augment the mass a 
thousand fold, it cannot begin to crush us, as long as reaction is 
equal to action. The fact of two poles, of two forces, centripetal 
and centrifugal, is universal, and each force by its own activjty de
velops the other. Wild liberty develops iron conscience. Want of 
liberty, by strengthening law and decorum, stupefies conscience. 

ynch-law" prevails only where there is greater hardihood and 
self-subsistency in the leaders. A mob cannot be a permanency; 
everybody's interest requires that it should not exist, and only 
justice satisfies all. 

We must trust infinitely to the ~ficent necessity vdiich f 
shines throu h all laws. Human nature expresses itself in them// 
as characteristically as in statues, or songs, or railroads; and an 
abstract·of the codes of nations would be a transcript of the com
mon conscience..._ Governments have their origin in the moral iden-
ti of men. Reason for one is seen to be reason for another,and 
for every other. There is a middle measure which satisfies all 
parties, be they never so many or so resolute for their own. Every 
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man finds a sanction for his simplest claims and deeds, in decisions 
of his own mind, which he calls Truth and Holiness. In these de
cisions all the citizens find a perfect agreement, and only in these; 
not in what is good to eat, good to wear, good use of time, or what 
amount of land or of public aid each is entitled to claim. This truth 
and justice men presently endeavor to make application of to the 
measuring of land, the apportionment of service, the protection of 
life and property. Their first endeavors, no doubt, are very awk
ward. Yet absolute right is the first governor; or, every government 
is an impure theocracy. The idea after which each community is 
aiming to make and mend its law, is the will of the wise man. The 
wise man it cannot find in nature, and it makes awkward but 
earnest efforts to secure his government by contrivance; as by 
causing the entire people to give their voices on every measure; 
or by a double choice to get the representation of the whole; or 
by a selection of the best citizens; or to secure the advantages of 
efficiency and internal peace by confiding the government to one, 
who may himself select his agents. All forms of government sym
bolize an immortal government, common to all dynasties and in
dependent of numbers, perfect where two men exist, perfect where 

there is onl.1_ one man. 
•very man's nature is a sufficient advertisement to him of the 

character of his fellows. My right and my wrong is their right and 
their wrong. Whilst I do what is fit for me, and abstain from 
what is unfit, my neighbor and I shall often agree in our means, 
and work together for a time to one end. But whenever I find my 
dominion over myself not sufficient for me, and undertake the 
direction of him also, I overstep the truth, and come into false re
lations to him. I may have so much more skill or strength than he 
that he cannot express adequately his sense of wrong, but it is a 
lie, and hurts like a lie both him and me. Love and nature cannot 
maintain the assumption; it must be executed by a practical lie, 
namely by force. This undertaking for another is the blunder 
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which stands in colossal ugliness in the governments of the world. 
It is the same thing in numbers, as in a pair, only not quite so in
telligible. I can see well enough a great difference between my 
setting myself down to a self-<:ontrol, and my going to make some
body else act after my views; but when a quarter of the human 
race assume to tell me what I must do, I may be too much dis
turbed by the circumstances to see so clearly the absurdity of their 
command. Therefore all public ends look vague and quixotic be
side private ones. For any laws but those which men make for 
themselves are laughable. If I put myself in the place of my child, 
and we stand in one thought and see that things are thus or thus, 
that perception is law for him and me. We are both there, both 
act. But if, without carrying him into the thought, I look over into 
his plot, and, guessing how it is with him, ordain this or that, he 
will never obey me. This is the history of governments,-one man 
does something which is to bind another. A man who cannot be 
acquainted with me, taxes me; looking from afar at me ordains 
that a part of my labor shall go t!) this or that whimsical end,-not 
as I, but as he happens to fancy. Behold the consequence. Of all 
debts men are least willing to pay the taxes. What a satire is this 
on government! Everywhere they think they get their money's 
worth, except for these. 

Hence the less government we have the better,-the fewer laws, 
and the less confided power. The antidote to this abuse of formal 
government is the in8uence of private character, the growth of the 
Individual; the appearance of the principal to supersede the proxy; 
the appearance of the wise man; of whom the existing government 
is, it must be owned, but a shabby imitation. That which all things 
tend to educe; which freedom, cultivation, intercourse, revolutions, 
go to form and deliver, is character; that is the end of Nature, to 
reach unto this coronation of her king. To educate the wise man 
the State exists, and with the appearance of the wise man the 
State expires. The appearance of character makes the State un· 
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necessary. The wise man is the State. He needs no army, fort, or 
navy,-he loves men too well; no bribe, or feast, or palace, to draw 
friends to him; no vantage ground, no favorable circumstance. He 
needs no library, for he has not done thinking; no church, for he 
is a prophet; no statute-book, for he has the lawgiver; no money, 
for he is value; no road, for he is at home where he is; no expe
rience, for the life of the creator shoots through him, and looks 
from his eyes. He has no personal friends, for he who has the spell 
to draw the prayer and the piety of all men unto him needs not 
husband and educate a few to share with him a select and poetic 
life. His relation to men is angelic; his memory is myrrh to them; 
his presence, frankincense and Bowers. 

We think our civilization near its meridian, but we are yet only 
at the cock-crowing and the morning star. In our barbarous society 
the influence of .£,haractez: is in its infancy. As a political power, 
as the rightful lord who is to tumble all rulers from their chairs, 
its presence is hardly yet suspected. Malthus and Ricardo quite 
omit it; the Annual Register is silent; in the Omversations' Lexi• 
con it is not set down; the President's Message, the Queen's 
Speech, have not mentioned it; and yet it is never nothing. Every 
thought which genius and piety throw into the world, alters the 
world. The gladiators in the lists of power feel, through all their 
frocks of force and simulation, the presence of worth. I think the 
very strife of trade and ambition is confession of this divinity; and 
successes in those fields are the poor amends, the fig-leaf with which 
the shamed soul attempts to hide its nakedness. I find the like un
willing homage in all quarters. It is because we know bow much 
is due from us that we are impatient to show some petty talent as 
a substitute for worth. We are haunted by a conscience of this 
right to grandeur of character, and are false to it. But each of us 
has some talent, can do somewhat useful, or graceful, or formida
ble, or amusing, or lucrative. That we do, as an apology to others 
and to ourselves for not reaching the mark of a good and equal 
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The power 0£ m. as .the_ basis of a State, has never been tried. 
We must not imagine that all things are lapsing into confusion 
if every tender protestant be not compelled to bear his part in 
certain social conventions; nor doubt that roads can be built, letters 
carried, and the fruit of labor secured, when the government of 
force is at an end. Are our methods now so excellent that all com
petition is hopeless? could not a nation of friends even devise 
better ways? On the other hand, let not the most conservative and 
timid fear anything from a premature surrender of the bayonet 
and the system of force. For, according to the order of nature, 
which is quite superior to our will, it stands thus; there will always 
be a government of force where men are selfish; and when they 
are pure enough to abjure the code of force they will be wise 
enough to see how these public ends of the post-office, of the high
way, of commerce and the exchange of pro;,erty, of museums and 
libraries, of institutions of art and science can be answered. 

We live in a very low state of the world, and pay unwilling 
tribute to governments founded on force. There is not, among the 
most religious and instructed men of the most religious and civil 
nations, a reliance on the moral sentiment and a sufficient belief 
in the unity of things, to persuade them that society can be main
tained without artificial restraints, as well as the solar system; or 
that the private citizen might be reasonable and a good neighbor, 
without the hint of a jail or a confiscation. What is strange too, 
there never was in any man sufficient faith in the power of recti
tude to inspire him with the broad design of renovating the State 
on the principle of right and love. All those who have pretended 
this design have been partial reformers, and have admitted in some 
manner the supremacy of the bad State. I do not call to mind a 
single human being who has steadily denied the authority of the 
laws, on the simple ground of his own moral nature. Such designs, 
full of genius and full of faith as they are, are net entertained ex
cept avowedly as air-pictures. If the individual who exhibits them 
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day concerning a recent writer of lyrics, a man of subtle mind, 
whose head appeared to be a music-box of delicate tunes and 
rhythms, and whose skill and command of language we could not 
sufficiently praise. But when the question arose whether he was 
not only a lyrist but a poet, we were obliged to confess that he is 
plainly a contemporary, not an eternal man. He does not stand 
out of our low limitations, like a Chimborazo under the line, run
ning up from a torrid base through all the climates of the globe, 
with belts of the herbage of every latitude on its high and mottled 
sides; but this genius is the landscape-garden of a modern house, 
adorned with fountains and statues, with well-bred men and 
women standing and sitting in the walks and terraces. We hear, 
through all the varied music, the ground-tone of conventional life. 
Our poets are men of talents who sing, and not the children of 
music. The argument is secondary, the finish of the verses is 

primary. 
For it is not metres, but a metre-making argument that makes a 

poem,-a thought so passionate and alive that like the spirit of 
a plant or an animal it has an architecture of its own, and adorns 
nature with a new thing. The thought and the form are equal in 

the order of time, but in the order of genesis the thought is prior 
to the form. The poet has a new thought; he has a whole new 
experience to unfold; he will tell us how it was with him, and all 
men will be the richer in his fortune. For the experience of each 
new age requires a new confession, and the world seems alwa.}!_ 
_waiting for its poet. I remember when I was young how much I 
was moved one morning by tidings that genius had appeared in a 
youth who sat near me at table. He had left his work and gone 
rambling none knew whither, and had wn\ten hundreds of lines, 
but could not tell whether that which was in him was therein 
told; he could tell nothing but that all was changed,-man, beast, 

heaven, earth and sea. How gladly we listened! how credulous! 
Society seemed to be compromised. We sat in the aurora of a 
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thought, the accidency and fugacity of the symbol. As the eyes of 
Lynca!us were said to see through the earth, so the poet turns the 
world to glass, and shows us all things in their right series and 
procession. For through that better perception he stands one step 
nearer to things, and sees the Sowing or metamorphosis; perceives 
that thought is multiform; that within the form of every creature 
is a force impelling it to ascend into a higher form; and following 
with his eyes the life, uses the forms which express that life, and 
so his speech Sows with the Sowing of nature. All the facts of the 
animal economy, sex, nutriment, gestation, birth, growth, are sym
bols of the passage of the world into the soul of man, to suffer 
there a change and reappear a new and higher fact. He uses forms 
according to the life, and not according to the form. This is true 
science. The poet alone knows astronomy, chemistry, vegetation 
and animation, for he does not stop at these facts, but employs 
them as signs. He knows why the plain or meadow of space was 
strown with these Sowers we call suns and moons and stars; why 
the great deep is adorned with animals, with men, and gods; for 
in every word he speaks he rides on them as the horses of thought. 

By virtue of this science the poet is the Namer or Langua~ 
maker, naming things sometimes after their appearance, sometimes 
after their essence, and giving to every one its own name and not 
another's, thereby rejoicing the intellect, which delights in detach
ment or boundary. The poets made all the words, and therefore 
language is the archives of history, and, if we must say it, a sort 
of tomb of the muses. For though the origin of most of our words 
is forgotten, each word was at first a stroke of genius, and obtained 
currency because for the moment it symbolized the world to the 
first speaker and to the hearer. The etymologist finds the deadest 
word to have been once a brilliant picture. Language is fossil 
p,etry. As the limestone of the continent consists of infinite masses 
of the shdls of animalcules, so language is made up of images or 
tropes, which now, in their secondary use, have long ceased to 
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gods and their descent unto men, must drink water out of a 
wooden bowl. For poetry is not "Devil's wine," but God's wine. It 
is with this as it is with toys. We fill the hands and nurseries of 
our children with all manner of dolls, drums and horses; withdraw
ing their eyes from the plain face and sufficing objects of nature, 
the sun and moon, the animals, the water and stones, which should 
be their toys. So the poet's habit of living should be set on a key 
so low that the common in8uences should delight him. His cheer
fulness should be the gift of the sunlight; the air should suffice for 
his inspiration, and he should be tipsy with water. That spirit 
which suffices quiet hearts, which seems to come forth to such from 
every dry knoll of sere grass, from every pine stump and half
imbedded stone on which the dull March sun shines, comes forth 
to the poor and hungry, and such as are of simple taste. If thou 
fill thy brain with Boston and New York, with fashion and covet
ousness, and wilt stimulate thy jaded senses with wine and French 
coffee, thou shalt find no radiance of wisdom in the lonely waste of 
the pine woods. 

If the imagination intoxicates the poet, it is not inactive in other 
men. The metamorphosis excites in the beholder an emotion of joy. 
The use of symbols has a certain power of emancipation and ex
hilaration for all men. We seem to be touched by a wand which 
makes us dance and run about happily, like children. We are like 
persons who come out of a cave or cellar into the open air. This is 
the effect on us of tropes, fables, oracles and all poetic forms. Poets 
are thus liberating gods. Men have really got a new sense, and 
found within their world another world, or nest of worlds; for, the 
metamorphosis once seen, we divine that it does not stop. I will not 
now consider how much this makes the charm of algebra and the 
mathematics, which also have their tropes, but it is felt in every 
definition; as when Aristotle defines space to be an immovable ves
sel in which things are contained;-or when Plato defines a line to 
be a Oowing point; or figure to be a bound of solid; and many the 
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MUSIC 

~ 

Let me go where'er I will, 
I hear a sky-born music still: 
It sounds from all things old, 
It sounds from all things young, 

l From all that's fair, from all that's foul, 
Peals out a cheerful song. 

It is not only in the rose, 
It is not only in the biid, 
Not only where the rainbow glows, 
Nor in the song of woman heard, 
But in the darkest, meanest things 
There alway, alway something sings. 

'Tis not in the high stars alone, 
Nor in the cup of budding Bowers, 
Nor in the redbreast's mellow tone, 
Nor in the bow that smiles in showers, 
But in the mud and scum of things 
There alway, alway something sings. 

BRAHMA 

~ 

If the red slayer think he slays, 

[1904) 

Or if the slain think be is slain, 
They know not well the subtle ways 

I keep, and pass, and tum again. 

433 
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shades on its mighty gilded arches and vaults and far windows 
and brave columns, and its rich-clad priests that look as if they 
were the pictures come down from the walls and walking. 

Florence, May 21 ( 1833) 
I like the sayers of No better than the sayers of Yes. .;< 

Venice, June 2 ( 18 33) 
I collect nothing that can be touched or tasted or smelled, 

neither cameo, painting nor medallion; nothing in my trunk but 
old clothes; but I value much the growing picture which the ages 
have painted and which I reverently survey. It is wonderful how 
much we see in 6ve months, in how short a time we learn what 
it has taken so many ages to teach. 

Geneva, Ju11e 16 ( 1833) 
Yesterday, to oblige my companions, and protesting all the way 

upon the unworthiness of his memory, I went to Femey to the 
chAteau, the salon, the bedchamber, the gardens of Voltaire, the 
king of the scorners. His rooms were modest and pleasing, and 
hung with portraits of his friends. Franklin and Washington were 
there. The view of the lake and mountains commanded by the 
lawn behind the chAteau is superior to that of Gibbon's garden at 
Lausanne. The old porter showed us some pictures belonging to 
his old master, and told a story that did full justice to his bad 
name. Yet it would be a sin against faith and philosophy to exclude 
Voltaire from toleration. He did his work as the bustard and taran
tula do theirs. 

Paris, July 13 ( 1833) 
I carried my ticket from Mr. Warden to the Cabinet of Natural 

History in the Garden of Plants. . . . Here we are impressed with 
the inexhaustible riches of nature. The universe is a more amazing 
puzzle than ever, as you glance along this bewildering series of 
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September 12. ( 1838) 

Alcott wants a historical record of conversations holden by you 
and me and him. I say, how joyful rather is some Montaigge's 
book which is full of f~, poetry, business, divinity, philosophy, 
anecdote, smut, which dealing of bone and marrow, of cornbarn 
and Bour barrel, of wife, and friend, and valet, of things nearest 
and next, never names names, or gives you the glooms of a recent 
date or relation, but hangs there in the heaven of letters, unre
lated, untimed, a joy and a sign, an autumnal star. 

September 2.9 ( 1838) 

Censure and Praise.-l hate to be defended in a newspaper. As 

long as all that is said is said against me, I feel a certain sublime 
assurance of success, but as soon as honied words of praise are 
spoken for me, I feel as one that lies unprotected before his 
enemies. 

October 19 ( 1838) 

It is plain from all the noise that there is atheism somewhere; 
the only question is now, Which is the atheist? 

November 14 ( 1838) 

What is the hardest task in the world? To think .... 

May 2.3 ( 1839) 

A College.-My C.Ollege should have Allston, Greenough, Bry
ant, Irving, Webster, Alcott, summoned for its domestic profes
sors. And if I must send abroad (and, if we send for dancers and 
singers and actors, why not at the same prices for scholars?), Car
lyle, Hallam, Campbell, should come and read lectures on History, 
Poetry, Letters. I would bid my men come for the love of God and 
man, promising them an open field and a boundless opportunity, 
and they should make their own terms. Then I would open my 
lecture rooms to the wide nation; and they should pay, each man, 
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be convinced, to be thawed, to be made nobly mad by the kin
dlings before my eye of a new dawn of human piety. But this 
scheme was arithmetic and comfort: this was a hint borrowed 
from the Tremont House and United States Hotel; a rage in our 
poverty and politics to live rich and gentlemanlike, an anchor to 
leeward against a change of weather; a prudent forecast on the 
probable issue of the great questions of Pauperism and Poverty. 
And not once could I be inOamed, but sat aloof and thoughtless; 
my voice faltered and fell. It was not the cave of persecution 
which is the palace of spiritual power, but only a room in the 
Astor House hired for the Transcendentalists. I do not wish to 
remove from my present prison to a prison a little larger. I wish 
to break all prisons. I have not yet conquered my own house. It 
irks and repents me. Shall I raise the siege of this hencoop, and 
march haffied away to a pretended siege of Babylon? It seems to 

me that so to do were to dodge the problem I am set to solve, and 
to hide my impotency in the thick of a crowd. I can see too, afar,
that I should not find myself more than now,-no, not so much, in 
that select, but not by me selected, fraternity. Moreover, to join 
this body would be to traverse all my long trumpeted theory, and 
the instinct which spoke from it, that one man is a counterpoise to 
a city,-that a man is stronger than a city, that his solitude is more 
prevalent and beneficent than the concert of crowds. 

October 24 ( 1840) 

ll 
... My page about 'C.Onsistency' would be better written thus: 

Damn C.Onsistency! 

June 7 ( 1841) 
Critics.-The borer on our peach trees bores that she may de

posit an egg: but the borer into theories and institutions and books 
bores that he may bore. 
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Reed, Sam Ward, Theodore Parker, George Bradford, and had a 
little talk with each of them. 

November 11 ( 1842) 

Do not be too timid and squeamish about your actions. All life 
is an experiment. The more experiments you make the better. 
What if they are a little coarse, and you may get your coat soiled 
or torn? What if you do fail, and get fairly rolled in the dirt once 
or twice? Up again you shall never be so afraid of a tumble. 

November 26 ( 1842) 

This old Bible, if you pitch it out of the window with a fork, 
it comes bounce back again. 

March, undated (1843) 

The philosophers at Fruitlands have such an image of virtue 
before their eyes, that the poetry of man and nature they never 
see; the poetry that is in man's life, the poorest pastoral clownish 
life; the light that shines on a man's hat, in a child's spoon, the 
sparkle on every wave and on every mote of dust, they see not. 

March, undated ( 1843) 

Montaigne. In Roxbury, in 1825, I read Cotton's translation of 
Montaigne. It seemed to me as if I had written the book myself in 
some former life, so sincerely it spoke my thought and experience. 
No book before or since was ever so much to me as that. 

March, undated ( 1843) 
It is not in the Power of God to make a communication of his 

will to a Calvinist. For to every inward revelation he holds up his 
silly book, and quotes chapter and verse against the Book-Maker 
and Man-Maker, against that which quotes not, but is and cometh. 
There is a light older than intellect, by which the intellect lives 
and works, always new, and which degrades every past and par-
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June, undated ( 1847) 
Is not America more than ever wanting in the male principle? A 

good many village attorneys we have, saucy villate talents, pre
ferred to C.Ongress, and the Cabinet,-Marcys, Buchanans, Walk
ers, etc.,-but no great Captains. Webster is a man by himself of 
the great mould, but he also underlies the American blight, and 
wants the power of the initiative, the affirmative talent, and re
mains, like the literary class, only a commentator, his great propor
tions only exposing his defect America seems to have immense re
sources, land, men, milk, butter, cheese, timber, and iron, but it is 
a village littleness;-village squabble and rapacity characterize its 
policy. It is a great strength on a basis of weakness. 

The Superstitions of-our Age: 
The fear of Catholicism; 
The fear of pauperism; 
The fear of immigration; 
The fear of manufacturing interests; 
The fear of radicalism or democracy; 
And faith in the steam engine. 

August, undated ( 1847) 

London, April, undated ( 1848) 
People here expect a i;evolution. There will be no revolution, 

none that deserves to be called so. There may be a scramble for 
money. But as all the people we see want the things we now have, 
and not better things, it is very certain that they will, under what
ever change of forms, keep the old system. When I see changed 
men, I shall look for a changed world. Whoever is skilful in hea~ 
ing money now will be skilful in heaping money again. 
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